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About This Game

MELT STUFF!
SUCK STUFF UP!

MAKE NEW STUFF WITH THE STUFF YOU VACUUMED UP!
DO OTHER COOL STUFF.

The Toys have taken over! MELT their cute little faces, VACUUM them up, and SHOOT them out to rebuild the environment
and SAVE the Toy Factory.
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Another content piece that came with the Croft Edition Extras.

Unlike the terrible looking 'Brocken' gear, at least the Golden Eagle is aesthetically pleasing and comes with a bow that's worth
using.

Still I cannot recommend aesthetic packs, even if they came with the game edition I purchased.. Solid Hero and one of my
favourites.. The music is great.

The missing ME content issue was fixed after I contacted Degica on their website about it and they instructed me to verify files
on the local files window (tab found after right-clicking\/control-clicking RPG Maker MV on my library list and then looking at
the DLC on it from the options revealed).. So in version 9.6 I am left a little flustered with the transparency, its a difficult
adjustment than what I am used to.
Other than that I think its really great, I just use transparency ALOT and I didnt really figure it out in the 96 minutes I used it
even after watching some of the tutorials.
I do not have a wacom tablet so alot of things are beyond me and are always a huge task, though I did enjoy using PD Howler I
did not use it as my main go to for image editing and creation, I feel that there are other alternatives out there that are
comparably better than this iteration of the software... perhaps the newer versions will prove much easier to use.

Honestly the software overwhelmed me as I required a huge change to adjust to it.
I think the adjustment period will take weeks of in program use and lots of tutorials and reading up on how to use the software,
that said I will probably not touch this version again.. A tough damn good horizontal scrolling shoot em up in the best traditions
of Gradius\/R-type etc. Thumping amazing soundtrack, really good visuals and tight gameplay. Nice special weapons, the action
is hectic but not completely bullet hell which I appreciate.

Love this game, always play with the volume turned up to 11 :). waste of 5 bucks. I thought this was jigsaw Mania - different
name, different software. This version does not let you create your own puzzle, or load your own image and is limitted to 12x12
size pieces, and has window size that is smaller than your monitors resolution.

I never thought I would feel ripped off having spent only five dollars, but these guys managed to put that ripped off feeling into
me. AVOID - DO NOT BUY - RIPOFF!!!!!!. I went in with an open mind. The opening sequence didn't explain anything and
the words were pushed off the side of the screen so I only saw TH but I didn't mind that so much. I thought it was interesting
ang I liked that there were multiple light sources but they use up way too fast and barely light more than two inches in front of
you. The thing that made me give this a thumbs down though were the scares. They are just flat pictures that float in the air and
sometimes just stick there. Flat floating pictures of green faces aren't good.. I like this game. Needs some polish still. Things
like at the start it has an instruction screen. It's very blurry at first. I finally figured out if I leaned toward it, it would come into
focus. Also did not realize it scrolled side to side with more pages at first. Also the game needs left handed setup. I am right
handed, but I can see that a left handed person might have some trouble as the vender crystal is on the left side set up for a right
handed person.. wheres the download link. 9/10 : One of the best naval combat simulations, I recommend it to navy combat
fans.
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This game is pretty good for an early release. finally i get to deal with my quidditch cravings when im off the pitch. there are a
few bugs to this game, like powerups turning on when i specifically turned them off, correct character profiles not showing up
when im trying to build my strategy, and players all running straight down without my permission. the normal mode is too easy
and the hard mode is either too easy or weirdly hard, we need a middle ground? im not too sure about that one, and please, for
the love of god, get rid of the slaughter rule! I am never getting to the snitch phase because im always destroying my opponents
before we even get to that stage.

Things you should add:

ability to make your own character, with training and stuff so u can make your character better-kinda like career mode in fifa,
so u can get traded and stuff.

more jersey\/pitch customization

music?

more characters

a real world cup with country names

optimized graphics? everything seems super blurry

a harry potter mode where you actually fly on broomsticks xD (if u can do it without getting sued)

characters should totally bunch up and like celebrate when you score

oooh broom customization

instead of giving us 6 colours just give us a limitless colour wheel, ooh and the ability to upload an image to use as our team logo

ability to check player stats, like amount of goals and stuff

fighting with other players

injuries, because reserve players are kinda useless atm

other than that guys great game

8\/10

oh and is it possible to play as seeker? if not make that a thing. I my opinion, cool, relaxing but sometimes a bit challenging
game. Like, exploring this space, gathering suppleies... Unfortunetly, it also have (well, SOME) bugs. Sometimes game stops - a
guy is blocked on opposite island, or fight is crashing, so you can only quit the game. But it's still a small, simple game with
some potential. And, if needed, I could help translate it to Polish, if my knowledge matters :P. Card game is watered down and
unoriginal. Gameplay is pure autopilot yet also painfully slow. You get no extra cards to start, and only the slowest trickle as you
play, so any deckbuilding fun is locked away behind hours of mashing your bland default deck.

Puzzle part is bland, fiddly, and poorly implemented.

I love puzzle games generally, I love card games like Magic or Slay the Spire, and I've enjoyed other simple card games (eg.
Card City Nights), but I can't find anything to like here.. Simple, but not easy on the higher levels, good fun. Every thing about
this train is meh, sound meh, model meh, dsd is annoying as you cant turn it off!
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